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Abstract
Joint work with Natalia Bordino, UNMDP and Elsa Fernández, UNSJB.
Tilted algebras have proved to be a very important tool in the representation theory of
finite dimensional algebras. There exists a well known characterization of tilted algebras
in terms of its module category. Since, for applying this criterion, we need to have a
very good knowledge of the module category, several authors have been interested in
finding sufficient conditions for an algebra to be tilted in terms of its quiver with relation,
see [1], [3], [4], [5], [8], [6], [7], [9], [10], [11].
In this talk, we consider a bigger class of algebras, that is, the quasitilted algebras
introduced by Happel, Reiten and Smalø in [12]. We introduced a notion of bounded
consecutive relations inspired by the one given by Assem and Redondo in [2]. Our first
result states that an algebra with global dimension two having non consecutive bounded
relations is a quasitilted algebra. Therefore, we show that the converse of this result does
not hold. On the other hand, if a quasitilted algebra has bounded consecutive relations,
we give a necessary condition over this kind of relations.
Finally, we prove our main result, if A is a tame algebra with global dimension two
having non consecutive bounded relations, then A is a tilted algebra.
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